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Of  Passion
A STORY

Because today’s designers are constantly desirous for 
the perfect mannequins to add some life and luxury to 
their unique creations, Giscardo Mannequins decided 
to open its doors in 1999. 
The reason is very simple: we are passionate about 
creativity, luxury, fashion and innovation, and we 
strive to make them come alive. That’s where our 
sophisticated tailor and display mannequins come in.  
Our forward-thinking team understands the desires 
of every modern retailer and fashion designer, and 
we work relentlessly towards reaching customer 
satisfaction. From inception to completion, drawing 
to delivery, we oversee every single step of the 
development process with the eye of an artist and
the hand of a craftsman. 
Thanks to our diversified portfolio and strong 
dynamism, Giscardo Group is an active exhibitor at 
Euroshop, the Global Retail Trade Fair, in Dusseldorf, 
Germany; and across the years, we have been able to 
position ourselves as a leading company in the Middle 
East, serving clients all over the region.
We have worked with the world’s best haute-couture 
names, such as Elie Saab, Basil Soda, Georges Chakra, 
Zuhair Mrad and Georges Hobeika; international 
boutiques and department stores like LaFayette, 
Harvey Nichols, Punto Roma and ABC Mall; as well as 
trendy restaurants such as Hard Rock Café.
Besides mannequins, we also offer a wide collection of 
hangers, garment bags and various clothing accessories.





Reality
CREATING

Attaining perfection is no easy task. Just like any 
artistic creation, it is an extended process that requires 
passion, time, knowledge and strong attention to 
detail. Creating a mannequin means creating reality; 
it means being closest to perfection. It is done based 
on specific standards and a successful synergy between 
advanced technology and artistic craftsmanship. 
We understand that each customer has their own set 
of needs and we strive to fulfill these requirements 
in every way possible. Whether tailor or display 
mannequins, our creations are all unique and custom-
made, not to mention they have a long lifespan.  
From the designing step to the molding, assembling 
and plastering, all the way to the smoothing and 
finishing, at Giscardo Mannequins, we make sure to 
offer our customers the best quality standards they can 
hope for…and often more.  



Everything
DETAILS ARE

Taking care of the smallest detail is essential to us.
In the end, what we do is considered art, and art is
the perpetual invention of detail. 
From head to toe, our highly skilled team executes 
the work with utmost care, in order to meet the strict 
demands of fashion and the specific needs of every 
customer. Our forms and models, whether display or 
tailor mannequins, can be made to any measurement, 
from big to petite, and covered in any fabric, such as 
leather, velvet, paper-maché, fiber-glass, suede, among 
many others. 



Life
COME TO

Every retailer, brand and fashion designer has its own 
identity, color, shape, attitude and style. 
At Giscardo Mannequins, this is something we strongly 
value, and we strive to develop artistic creations that 
fit perfectly into a new or already existing concept. 
First, we try to fully understand the client’s desires, 
and once that step is done, we start from scratch, 
using all the information, expertise and creativity. We 
suggest new ideas based on our experience, we work 
as consultants on window displays and come up with 
hand-made sculptures that suit all needs. That is why 
we like to name our tailor and display mannequins 
‘tailor-made sculptures’.
Our main objective is to create on-demand products, 
taking your concept to a higher level and turning your 
brand into something truly spectacular. 
The important thing is that it will look and feel real, 
and it will be made just for you.



Dress  To  Express



Dress  To  Impress



Of  Possibilities
A WORLD
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From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT005, ALT007, ALT008, ALT010

BLACK
Glossy
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YOUR CONCEPT.

Our  Desig n.
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WHITE
Glossy

From left to right: ALT 001, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 010, 013



YOU SAY.

We  Do.
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GUN METAL
Glossy

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT006, ALT008, ALT010, ALT011



YOUR IMAGINATION.

Our  Reality.
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MACADAMIA
Matt

From left to right: ALT001, ALT006, ALT007, ALT008, ALT009



We  Perceive .

YOU CONCEIVE. 
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MACADAMIA
Glossy

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT005, ALT006, ALT007, ALT008, ALT009, ALT010, ALT011



YOUR DREAM.

Our  World.
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SILVER
Matt

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT005, ALT006, ALT007, ALT008, ALT009, ALT010, ALT011



YOU CUSTOMIZE.

We  Concretize .
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SILVER
Glossy

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT006, ALT007, ALT010, ALT011, ALT014
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YOU DECIDE.

We  Provide .
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CHAMPAGNE
Matt

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT005, ALT006, ALT007, ALT008, ALT009, ALT011



YOU VISUALIZE.

We  Realize .
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SKIN
Matt

From left to right: ALT001, ALT002, ALT003, ALT004, ALT007, ALT009



YOUR ASPIRATION. 

Our  Creation .
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WHITE
Glossy

From left to right: ALT009, ALT010, ALT011, ALT012, ALT013, ALT014, ALT015, ALT016, ALT017, ALT018




